The calculated electron density distribution for orpiment, As$_2$S$_3$, reveals that As–S, S–S, and As–As bond paths are associated with the experimental interlayer directed bonded interactions detected in a combined infrared and Raman study. The successful modeling of the infrared- and Raman-determined interlayer bonded interactions together with bond paths and the structuralization of a variety of inorganic molecules in terms of “key-lock” bond path mainstays support the argument that van der Waals forces in inorganic molecular crystals are directional.

Introduction

Orpiment, As$_2$S$_3$, is a 2:3 coordinated material that has been studied extensively by solid-state experimentalists. It acts as a large-bandgap semiconductor at ambient conditions and absorbs light in the blue, imparting to the mineral its diagnostic yellow-orange color.$^1$ High-pressure experiments show that the bandgap decreases rapidly with increasing pressure,$^2$ resulting in a progressive change in color from yellow-orange to red to black.$^3$ The effect of pressure is to shorten the weak interlayer van der Waals, vdW, bonded interactions, resulting in an increase in the interlayer splittings and the widths of both the valence and conduction bands accompanied with the reduction of the bandgap.$^2$ The optical properties of the mineral have also been studied in the far-infrared region in terms of the lattice vibrations and the interlayer interactions.$^4$

The orpiment crystal structure consists of corrugated layers of heart-shaped six-membered rings of corner sharing AsS$_3$ pyramids (Figure 1a). As the layers are neutral and extend indefinitely in all directions parallel to (010), the individual layers are considered to be macromolecular layers of As$_2$S$_3$ composition held together by weak vdW dipole-induced nondirectional intermolecular forces.$^5$–$^7$ However, the nature of the forces that structuralize the layers as a three-dimensional (3D) crystal is poorly understood, although the assumption of nondirectional vdW forces is often made in the absence of better information.

In a comprehensive review of a number of experimentally determined molecular crystals, Kitaigorodskii$^8$ concluded that the molecules in organic molecular crystals tend to fill space as efficiently as possible, adopting a cheek-by-jowl close-packed arrangement, as may be expected for a structure governed by nondirectional, nonlocalized intermolecular induced-dipole vdW forces.$^9,^{10}$ On the other hand, he concluded that directional forces play a dominant role in the structuralization of the molecules in inorganic crystals, indicating that forces other than those associated with induced-dipole nondirectional interactions may be at play.

As observed by Morimoto,$^5$ the macromolecular layers in orpiment contain distinctive spiral chains of AsS composition running parallel to [100]. These chains are viewed end-on in the rectangular pattern of AsS$_3$ pyramids in Figure 1b. The corrugated layers are stacked in a cheek-by-jowl fashion with...
theory to evaluate the forces directly for a pair of bonded atoms at a separation, \( R \), that is large compared with the radius sum for the pair of atoms, he not only found that the ED distribution for each of the atoms is deformed from central symmetry, but that a dipole moment is induced on each with the center of gravity of the ED distribution for the pair displaced slightly toward one another. On the basis of this result, he stated that “It is not the interaction of these dipoles which leads to van der Waals forces, but rather the attraction of each nucleus for the distorted charge distribution of its own electrons that gives the attractive \( 1/R^2 \) force.” On the basis of the accumulation of the ED between the pair and the connection between the virial theorem and covalent binding, Slater\(^1\) went a step further and asserted that there is no fundamental distinction between vdW and shared bonded interactions. This assertion indicates that intermolecular vdW interactions are directional like shared interactions but substantially weaker. If so, one may conclude that there is a continuum of directed bonded interactions that exist between shared and vdW bonded interactions. On the basis of these conclusions, Bader\(^1\) asserted that the forces that determine the intramolecular interactions in a molecular crystal are no different from those that determine the vdW intermolecular bonded interactions that structuralize the molecules. He also concluded that the accumulation of the ED between the nuclei of a vdW bonded pair of atoms naturally results in a line of maximum ED (a bond path) linking the pair, a line that, in effect, defines the directed nature of the bonded interaction, an interaction that may be considered to play a decisive role in structuralizing the molecules in terms of the ED distribution of a molecular crystal.\(^1\)–\(^7\)

Studies undertaken for several inorganic molecular crystals (solid molecular chlorine, \( \text{Cl}_2 \),\(^1\)–\(^4\) CIF,\(^1\,\!^9\) \( \text{S}_2\text{N}_2\),\(^1\) sénarmontite, \( \text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3\),\(^2\) arsenolite, \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3\),\(^2\) and \( \text{N}_2\text{O}_4\),\(^2\)) have revealed that directed vdW bond paths typically connect the atoms on a given molecule where the ED is locally depleted (a Lewis acid site where the Laplacian \( \nabla^2 \rho(r) \) is negative) with the atoms on adjacent molecules where the ED is locally concentrated (a Lewis base site where the Laplacian \( \nabla^2 \rho(r) \) is positive).\(^2\) In effect, the formation of such vdW bond paths may be considered to correspond to an intermolecular Lewis acid–base like interaction. Further, the connection between the bond paths and the Lewis acid–base domains indicates that the structuralizing forces of the molecules in an inorganic molecular crystal are encrypted in the Laplacian distribution of the valence electrons of the constituent vdW bonded atoms. In effect, the

### Table 1: Bond Paths for Orpiment\(^6\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit cell dimensions</th>
<th>( a (\text{Å}) )</th>
<th>( b (\text{Å}) )</th>
<th>( c (\text{Å}) )</th>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>sp. gp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.256</td>
<td>9.577</td>
<td>12.191</td>
<td>109.751</td>
<td></td>
<td>( P_2/c )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atomic coordinates</th>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( y )</th>
<th>( z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )</td>
<td>0.12605</td>
<td>0.32122</td>
<td>0.48677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )</td>
<td>0.33728</td>
<td>0.39723</td>
<td>0.34738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )</td>
<td>-0.43662</td>
<td>0.29354</td>
<td>0.12234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond path length, ( P ) (Å)</th>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( y )</th>
<th>( z )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intramolecular bond paths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.3716</td>
<td>0.2907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.4821</td>
<td>0.2408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>-0.3583</td>
<td>0.1603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.3391</td>
<td>0.2343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.2291</td>
<td>0.3556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>0.2248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramolecular vdW bond paths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>0.1443</td>
<td>0.1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>-0.0149</td>
<td>0.2339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>-0.2627</td>
<td>0.3594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>-0.1505</td>
<td>0.2709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>-0.2671</td>
<td>0.1716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>-0.0480</td>
<td>0.3341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interatomic vdW bond paths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>-0.4808</td>
<td>0.0471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{As} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.3770</td>
<td>0.4626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>-0.3223</td>
<td>-0.0408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{S} )–( \text{S} )</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>-0.2172</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The thickness maxima (spiral chains) and minima (interchain sulfur bridges) of the layers mutually nesting together in an echelon fashion. As shown in a detailed analysis of the splittings of the vibrational bands for 2:3 coordinated materials, De Fonzo and Tauc\(^1\) established that the spiral chains play a fundamental role among the intralayer (internal mode) vibrations for materials like orpiment. A study of the distinct splittings detected in the low frequency rigid-layer vibrational modes of the Raman and infrared spectra revealed the presence of directed interlayer S–S bonded interactions between the macromolecular layers of the orpiment structure (Figure 2). By rigid-layer vibrational modes, we mean that the intralayer atom–atom distances remain relatively fixed while the interlayer atom–atom distances vary substantially during vibrational motion. The frequencies of the rigid layer interlayer modes indicate that the bonded interactions, ascribed to directed S–S interactions, contribute a substantial vibrational restoring force, corresponding to a stiffness coefficient that is about 7% of the stiffness of the intralayer As–S shared interactions. The rigid-layer modes are believed to occur as a result of directed interlayer bonded interactions that exist between the individual macromolecular layers rather than as a result of nondirectional vdW intermolecular forces.

In an earlier study, largely ignored by the van der Waals community, Feynman\(^1\) established that vdW intermolecular forces arise by dint of the accumulation and the deformation of the electron density, ED, distribution between the nuclei of a pair of bonded atoms rather than by dint of induced-dipole interactions. Using equations based on Schrödinger perturbation...
Figure 3. A perspective drawing of the structuralization of the \( \text{As}_4\text{O}_6 \) molecules in arsenolite viewed down [110]. The red spheres represent arsenic atoms, and the silver ones represent oxygen atoms. The molecules occupy one-third the space that would be occupied by a close packed array of molecules. The barycenters of the molecules are arranged like the C atoms in diamond with each molecule being tetrahedrally coordinated by four equivalent molecules. The end result is a molecular crystal with tetrahedral space group type symmetry \( Fd3m \) as observed for diamond.

Figure 4. A picture of four equivalent \( \text{As}_4\text{O}_6 \) molecules in arsenolite connected by \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) van der Waals bond paths. The molecules are structuralized in space by the directed \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) bond paths such that the angles formed at the barycenter of the central molecule and that of the three adjacent molecules are \( \cos^{-1}(-1/3) \). The \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) bond paths are colored blue, and the small black spheres located on the bond paths represent the positions of the bond critical points.

The bond paths have been argued to serve as “key-lock” mainstays in the structuralization of the molecules in inorganic molecular crystals.

Of the inorganic molecular materials cited above, arsenolite is possibly one of the best examples for illustrating the role played by directed bond paths in the structuralization of the molecule in a crystal.\(^{22}\) A perspective drawing of the structure (Figure 3) shows that its tetrahedral \( \text{As}_4\text{O}_6 \) molecules are arranged like the C atoms in diamond,\(^{22}\) establishing that the molecules occupy only one-third of the space that would be occupied by a close-packed array of molecules. Intermolecular vdW \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) bond paths radiate from each of the four equivalent tetrahedral faces of a centrally located molecule to the tetrahedral faces of four adjacent equivalent molecules (Figure 4).\(^{22}\) In effect, each tetrahedral molecule is coordinated by four equivalent molecules disposed at the corners of a tetrahedron, resulting in an open tetrahedral array of equivalent molecules. Clearly, the molecules in arsenolite are not close packed in a cheek-by-jowl fashion as may be anticipated if the vdW forces were nondirectional.\(^{20}\) Instead, the four faces of each tetrahedral molecule are juxtaposed with the faces of four adjacent molecules, forming an open tetrahedral array of molecules that are structuralized by directed \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) bond paths. The end product is a face-centered cubic crystal structure with the same space group type \( Fd3m \) and octahedral vitreous colorless crystals as observed for diamond.

Figure 5 displays a composite Laplacian \( L(\mathbf{r}) \) envelope map superimposed on the arsenolite structure viewed down [110]. Each \( \text{As} \) atom is enclosed by a spherical envelope, \( L(\mathbf{r}) = -22 \) au, that represents a domain of charge depletion (a Lewis acid domain) with a skull-cap-shaped envelope of weakly concentrated ED, located at the apex of each \( \text{As} \) atom, \( L(\mathbf{r}) = +0.01 \) au, forming a so-called \( \Psi_\text{As}_4\text{O}_6 \) tetrahedron. In contrast, each \( \text{O} \) atom is encircled in part by a ear-muff-shaped Lewis base domain envelope located on the reflex side of each \( \text{As}−\text{O}−\text{As} \) angle with a much larger positive \( L(\mathbf{r}) \) value, +12 au. Intermolecular \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) bond paths branch from the spherical Lewis acid domains that encircling each \( \text{As} \) atom to the ear-muff-shaped Lewis base domains on the \( \text{O} \) atoms of the adjacent molecules, qualifying as a Lewis acid–base directed bond path interactions. The \( \text{As}−\text{O} \) Lewis acid–base directed bond paths may be considered to serve as “key-lock” Fischer mainstays,\(^{27}\) providing a basis for understanding the open tetrahedral structure adopted by arsenolite. The open and highly symmetric tetrahedral structure together with the directed Lewis acid–base type interaction vdW bond paths that structuralize the tetrahedral molecules is compelling evidence that the vdW bond paths are not only highly directed but that the vdW forces are evidently encrypted in the Laplacian distribution of the valence electrons of the constituent atoms of the molecules.\(^{20}\)

In addition, the low frequency Raman compressibility rigid-layer modes reported by Zallen and Slade\(^{28}\) for orpiment provide credible experimental evidence that the layers of the structure are linked by well-defined directed bonded interactions. In the analysis of the rigid-layer modes, it was concluded, as observed above, that the layers are linked S–S bonded interactions (Figure 2). Although the crystal structure and the Raman and infrared work are in accord with their assumption, our calculations are intended to provide a basis for establishing whether the layers are linked exclusively by S–S bonded interactions. In actual fact, the calculations may also provide evidence, as observed for claudetite, \( \text{As}_4\text{O}_6 \), for \( \text{As}−\text{S} \) and \( \text{As}−\text{As} \) bonded interactions between the layers and possibly for S–S and As–S vdW bonded interactions within the layers.
The goal of our study is two-fold: (1) to undertake bond path calculations to determine whether or not directed S–S bonded interactions dominate the coupling between the layers in orpiment and (2) to determine whether vdW bond paths other than S–S bond paths exist between the layers and whether bond paths exist within the individual layers in addition to the shared intramolecular As–S bonded interactions.

**Bond Paths and the Local Energy Density Properties.** In a search for the bond paths representing intramolecular and intermolecular vdW bonded interactions for orpiment, the ED distribution was calculated and the bond paths were tracked for the structure, using the software packages CRYSTAL98 and TOPOND. The cell dimensions and the atomic coordinates (Table 1) are defined for orpiment by Mullen and Nowacki, in few exceptions, the greater the value of the ED at the bond critical point, the stronger the bonded interaction and the shorter the equilibrium bonded distance. Table 2 presents our results for the bond properties in orpiment. $R(M-X)$ denotes the lengths of the bond paths and the coordinates of the bond critical points for the intramolecular As–S bonded interactions but also for structurizing intermolecular vdW As–S, As–As, and S–S interactions that organize the layers into a three-dimensional periodic array. In each case, the paths were traced by mapping the gradient vector field of the ED distribution starting at $r_c$ and terminating at the nuclei of the pair of atoms connected by the bond path. The lengths of the bond paths and the coordinates of the bond critical points for the bonded interactions calculated for orpiment are also given in Table 1. $P(M-X)$ denotes the lengths of the bond paths connecting the atoms M and X, and identify the As–S, As–As and S–S bonded interactions.

As a bond path is intrinsically connected with a line of maximally negative potential energy density, Bader has asserted that the presence of a bond path, together with its topologically equivalent virial path, serves as an universal indicator of a bonded interaction. Moreover, as the ED is topologically determined by the virial field, the presence of the virial path results in a line of maximum ED, a bond path and a state of electrostatic equilibrium between the pair. When these conditions are satisfied, the presence of a bond path linking a pair of atoms is believed to suffice as evidence that the pair is bonded. Indeed, all atomic interactions that result in bond paths, including vdW intermolecular interactions, are believed to be responsible for the bonded interactions in a material. With few exceptions, the greater the value of the ED at $r_c$, denoted $\rho(r_c)$, the stronger the bonded interaction and the shorter the equilibrium bonded distance.

Table 2 presents our results for the bond properties in orpiment. $R(M-X)$ denotes the bond lengths connecting the atoms M and X. The values of the ED at the bond critical point, $\rho(r_c)$, are given for each bonded interaction together with the values of the Laplacian, $\nabla^2 \rho(r_c)$, both at $r_c$. The local potential energy density $V(r_c)$ (au) and the local kinetic energy density, $G(r_c)$ (au), both stated in atomic units, are also given in Table 2. The first block of the data in the Table presents the bond critical point properties, bcp, for the intramolecular As–S bonded interactions; the second presents the properties for the S–S vdW bonded interactions; the third represents the properties for the S–S vdW bonded interactions; and the last represents the properties for the As–As vdW bonded interactions. $H(r_c) = G(r_c) + V(r_c)$ has been used to characterize a bonded interaction. A bonded interaction is asserted to be shared when $H(r_c)$ is negative and closed-shell when $H(r_c)$ is positive.

**Intramolecular and Intermolecular Bonded Interactions.** The bond critical points and the intramolecular bond paths calculated for the As–S bonded interactions within the strongly bonded layer of orpiment are viewed down b* in Figure 6a and along $a$ in Figure 6b for the two layers. The bond paths are represented by the silver-colored lines that connect the arsenic and sulfur atoms, and the individual bond critical points are represented by small silver-colored spheres, located about half way between the arsenic and sulfur atoms. In actual fact, these points are located, on average, 1.10 Å from the arsenic...
Figure 7. Drawing of the bond paths that radiate from As1 and As2 atoms in orpiment. Three intramolecular As–S bond paths (identified by silver bcps) and three intermolecular bond paths (identified by blue bcps) radiate from both atoms. In addition, an As2–As2 intermolecular bond path connects arsenic atoms in adjacent layers. As1 and As2 both form paths with an S2 in an adjacent layer. The sulfur atoms form a highly distorted octahedral array of sulfur atoms about each arsenic atom which together form two highly distorted cp monolayer domains that are roughly perpendicular to a.

In addition to the As–S intramolecular bond paths, there are three types of vdW bond paths in orpiment: As–S and S–S intramolecular paths that link atoms within the layers and intermolecular As–S, S–S, and As–As paths that link atoms between the layers. The vdW intramolecular As–S and S–S paths within the layer are also displayed in Figure 6, panels a and b. There are two nonequivalent sets of vdW intramolecular bond paths, the ones that connect the arsenic and sulfur atoms, represented by silver lines “centered” with small blue bcp spheres, and the ones that connect two sulfur atoms represented by a silver line with small yellow bcp spheres. The two nonequivalent arsenic atoms are denoted As1 and As2. Six bond paths radiate from each As1 to five sulfur atoms in the same layer and to one in an adjacent layer: seven radiate from each As2 to five sulfur atoms in the same layer and to a sulfur and an arsenic atom in an adjacent layer. The resulting face sharing As1S6 and As2S6 coordination polyhedra are displayed in Figure 7 viewed down ~a. Both arsenic atoms are coordinated by six sulfur atoms that form highly distorted AsS6 octahedra, resulting in two domains of highly distorted close packed monolayers of sulfur atoms oriented perpendicular to ~a. The intramolecular As1–S and As2–S bond lengths for the two nonequivalent AsS6 coordination polyhedra measure 2.27, 2.29 Å (2×) and 2.24, 2.29, 2.31 Å, respectively. The additional vdW intramolecular As1–S and As2–S bond lengths measure 3.22, 3.48, 3.54 Å and 3.29, 3.51 Å, respectively. The vdW intermolecular bond paths S1–S2, As1–S2, As2–S2, and As2–As2 that connect atoms on adjacent layers measure 3.58, 3.48, 3.67, and 3.64 Å, respectively. The fact that the geometric bond lengths are in close agreement with the bond path lengths indicates that the bond paths are highly linear, circular in cross section, and closely follow the straight line that connects the nuclei of the bonded atoms. Figure 8 is a drawing of a representative block of the orpiment structure displaying the As1O6 and As2O6 coordination polyhedra viewed down ~a. The two polyhedra share faces and edges in the structure with the sulfur atoms forming domains of close-packed monolayers. Note that sulfur atoms line the “open” channels that run parallel to a, a feature examined below.

There are two nonequivalent vdW S–S intramolecular bond paths within the layer that involve the three nonequivalent sulfur atoms: S1, S2, and S3. The intramolecular vdW bond paths S1–S3 and S2–S3 measure 3.52 and 3.64 Å, respectively, forming an S1–S3–S2 angle of 91.1°. S1 and S2 are both coordinated by four sulfur and three arsenic atoms whereas S3 is coordinated by two sulfur and four arsenic atoms. Of the four sulfur atoms bonded to S1, three are bonded to sulfur atoms in the same layer as S1, and one is bonded to a sulfur atom in an adjacent layer. Of the three arsenic atoms bonded to S1, all are in the same layer as S1. Of the four sulfur atoms bonded to S2, two are in the same layer as S2 and two are in an adjacent layer. Of the three arsenic atoms bonded to S2, all three are in the same layer as S2. Of the two sulfur atoms and the four arsenic atoms bonded to S3, each is in the same layer as S3. It is notable that the sulfur atoms in orpiment are linked in strings of S–S bonded interactions that extend indefinitely throughout the structure parallel to a (Figure 9). In the string, each S1 atom is bonded to four S atoms (S1, S2, and S3 (2×)); each S2 atom is bonded to two sulfur atoms (S1, S2) and each S3 atom is bonded to three sulfur atoms (S1 (2×), S2). The S2 atoms comprise one layer together with half of the S1 and S3 atoms while the remaining half of the S1 and S3 atoms comprise the adjacent layer. The string of sulfur atoms that line the channels are displayed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. A drawing of the AsS6 coordinated polyhedra for orpiment viewed roughly down a. The face sharing As1S6 and As2S6 octahedra are cut from the structure by directed line segments. The channels that run along a are lined by sulfur atoms. The S–S and As–S bond paths that cross the channels and form the S–S and As–S vdW bonded interactions are not displayed.
Bond Paths and van der Waals Interactions in As$_2$S$_3$

Figure 9. A representative string of sulfur atoms connected by S–S bond paths that run parallel to [100] viewed down b$^*$.

Figure 10. A drawing of the bond paths displayed in Figure 2a with the interlayer intermolecular As–S (with blue bcps), S–S (with yellow bcps), and As–As (with green bcps) added to the figure.

The three S–S paths are 3.24, 3.57, and 3.65 Å; and the length of the As–As path is 3.64 Å. The intermolecular vdW S–S bond paths between the layers are consistent with the layer-to-layer bonded interactions treated by Zallen and Slade. These intermolecular bond paths together with their substantial Raman-derived layer–layer force constants, strongly supports Slater’s view that vdW bonded interactions behave as weak directed covalent bonded interactions. The six nonequivalent As–S bond paths range in length between 3.22 and 3.67 Å with an average value of 3.53 Å, 0.0026 Å smaller than the sum of the vdw radii for S. Also, the As–As bond path, 3.65 Å, is 0.05 Å shorter than the sum of the vdw radii. On average, all three path lengths are shorter than their vdw radii sum values, a result that indicates that the three types of vdw bonded interactions play a nontrivial role in stabilizing the structure. An examination of Figure 10 shows that an equal number of intermolecular S–S and As–As bond paths with a single As–As occur in between the layers. Collectively, these bond paths indicate that the splittings of the Raman spectra may be ascribed to a combination of S–S, As–S, and As–As bonded interactions rather than S–S bonded interactions exclusively.

The $\rho(r_c)$ and $R(S–S)$ data calculated for orpiment (plotted as red triangles) are compared in Figure 11 with those for native sulfur (blue spheres) and for several thioarsenide molecular crystals (crosses). The experimental intermolecular S–S bond lengths for orpiment, orthorhombic sulfur and the thioarsenide crystals decrease in a nonlinear fashion with the increasing value of $\rho(r_c)$, the larger the value of $\rho(r_c)$, the shorter the bond length and its associated bond path. The commingling of the data sets indicates that a close correspondence exists among the S–S interactions occurring among the molecules in orthorhombic sulfur, the thioarsenides, and orpiment. The correspondence indicates that the S–S bonded interactions in sulfur and the thioarsenides represent directed S–S bonded interactions, as we have shown for orpiment. It is notable that the shortest S–S bond, R(S–S) = 3.24 Å, occurs between the layers of orpiment, associated with the largest $\rho(r_c)$ value of 0.10 eÅ$^3$.

The value of $V^2\rho(r_c)$ for the S–S intermolecular interactions for orpiment, sulfur, and the arsenides increases linearly with decreasing bond length. However, it is independent of the bond lengths for As–S intramolecular bonded interactions. Further, the bond radii for the arsenic and sulfur atoms for all of the bonded interactions are highly correlated with bond length with each clustering along two separate but parallel linear trends.

The connection between the bond paths and the Laplacian, $L(r) = -V^2\rho(r)$, isosurface envelopes of the ED distribution for orpiment are displayed in Figure 12. The intramolecular As–S bond paths are silver, and the intermolecular As–S, S–S, and As–As bond paths are blue, yellow, and green, respectively. The topology of $L(r)$ for the As–As intermolecular bonded interaction is comparable with those recorded for native bulk arsenic, and the intermolecular S–S bonded interactions are comparable with those observed for native sulfur. Each S is enclosed in part by a ear-muff-shaped lone pair envelope mapped at the $L(r) = 1.25$ au level, and each As is enclosed by a spherical envelope mapped at the $L(r) = -7.0$ au level and capped by a very diffuse skull-cap-shaped base envelope mapped at the $L(r) = 0.001$ au level. As observed for the thioarsenides, the As–S bond paths connect the Lewis base lone pair domains on the sulfur atoms with Lewis acid domains on the arsenic atoms and qualify as directed As–S vdW bonded interactions.

According to the Makovicky and Mumme “so-called micelle model”, the orpiment structure is pictured as consisting of layers separated by arsenic lone pair domains (“planar micelles”) cross-linked by weak vdW directed bonded interactions. Further, the string of sulfur atoms in orpiment that parallels [100] and is cross-linked by S–S and As–S bond paths may likewise be
considered as a “so-called lone pair micelle”. However, the $L(r)$ maps fail to provide evidence for a system of well-developed lone electron pairs associated with the arsenic atoms. The bond paths displayed for orpiment in Figure 12 are consistent with this picture in that the layers are cross-linked by directed vdW As–S and S–S interactions. The $L(r)$ maps indicate that lone pairs on the sulfur atoms are much better developed. Further, it is notable that they line the channels formed by the strings of sulfur atoms that parallels a as may be expected for a so-called micelle. It is our sense that a so-called micelle is little more than a domain in a structure that is cross-linked by directed vdW bonded interactions. On the basis of the local energy density (Table 2), $H(r_0)$, the intramolecular bonded interactions qualify as shared interactions while the vdW interactions qualify as closed shell interactions.33

Concluding Remarks

Bader16 defined a bond path as a line of ED that connects a pair of bonded atoms along which the value of the ED is a maximum relative to any neighboring line. In a study of the forces in molecules, Feynman36 concluded that vdW forces result by dint of the accumulation of the ED between the nuclei of a bonded pair of atoms, providing raison d’etre for a bond path. As such, a bond path is an observable feature in the ED distribution that connects a pair of bonded atoms with a concomitant stabilization of the structure.17,37 It may be noted, however, that a bond path is an indicator of a bonded interaction,16 but it is not a chemical bond as stressed by Bader.17 As documented, unlike a bond path, a chemical bond is an unobservable property inasmuch as there is no known linear Hermitian operator that can be defined for a chemical bond. But just because it is unobservable and cannot be determined experimentally does not mean that the concept has not been extraordinarily useful in our study of materials. Without a doubt, it has played a pivotal role in advancing our understanding of the structures, properties, and reactivity of materials, among other things, at the atomic level. For example, since Linus Pauling38 wrote his classic paper “The Nature of the Chemical Bond”, more than 30 000 papers have been published about one or more aspects of the concept, evidence of the profound impact that the chemical bond has had on chemical thinking and research.

As a rule, vdW bonded interactions are defined to be attractive nondirectional interactions other than those ascribed to bona fide chemical intramolecular bonded interactions. For orpiment, it was expected that directed vdW bond paths would be found to exist between the layers of the structure, given the compelling spectral evidence found by Zallen and Slade28 for substantial layer—layer vibrational restoring forces for the interlayer bonded interactions. The spectral evidence along with specific layer—layer directed bond paths identified in this report, provide support for Slater’s belief “that there is no very fundamental distinction between van der Waals binding and covalent binding”. The directed bond paths are also consistent with Kitaigorodskii’s8 conclusion that the structuralizing forces in inorganic molecular systems are largely directional. The evidence is also consistent with his observation that the same type of behavior obtains for the interactions, when considered in terms of the ED distribution, which is ultimately responsible for the interatomic forces that link a pair atoms. It also provides support for Bader’s17 assertion that van der Waals interactions are not distinct from other bonded interactions as customarily assumed in the definition of a vdW interaction.39 The bond paths calculated for orpiment indicate that S–S, As–S and As–As vdW bonded interactions exist between the layers and that As–S and S–S vdW interactions exist within the layers. The bond paths established in these studies support the general picture that the layers in orpiment are held together by the bonded interactions established in the Raman study,28 but it is not clear from an examination of the bond paths which of the three bonded interactions give rise to the rigid layer interlayer modes. However, given the greater number of interlayer S–S and As–S bond paths, it would appear that the layers are not only linked by S–S bonded interactions but also by As–S bonded interactions with As–As interactions playing a minor role. Further, as emphasized in this report, the open and highly symmetric tetrahedral structures of both arsenolite and sénarmontite21 together with the directed Lewis acid–base type interaction vdW bond paths that structuralize the molecules is compelling evidence, that the As–O and Sb–O vdW bond paths are not only highly directed but that the vdW forces are evidently encrypted in the Laplacian distribution of the valence electrons of the arsenic, antimony, and oxygen atoms of the molecules.
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